
 
 

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE OF RECORDS AND INFORMATION 
 

One Civic Center Plaza, P.O. Box 19575, Irvine, CA  92623‐9575 
 
 
 
 
June 11, 2015 
 
 
 
Mr. Dan Chmielewski 
The Liberal OC 
dchm@cox.net 
 
Dear Mr. Chmielewski: 
 
The attached information responds to your June 3, 2015 request under the California 
Public Records Act (Government Code § 6250 et seq.).  Please find the responses 
below provided by the City Manager’s Office.  
 
The request is for: 
 
1. “I am requesting a list of all the addressees who received the attached letter from 

Christina Shea.” 
 
Response:  Per Council Services, the letter was sent to the petitioners listed in the 
Public Comments section of the April 14, 2015 City Council Meeting.  Attached 
please find the Public Comments from the April 14, 2015 City Council Meeting.   
 

2. “I am also asking for copies of all letters, memos, emails and meeting notes of any 
communication between Ms. Shea and Supervisor Todd Spitzer on the Veteran’s 
Cemetery and Memorial from September 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015.” 
 
Response:  The City has not located any records responsive to this request. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Debbie Tracy 
Municipal Records Administrator 
 
 
DT:jp 
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Petition to Relocate the State Veterans Cemetery from 
--------------~--------------------------- --thc-9€--Great-Park--- --------------- --- ------- ----- -- ---

David Gerard, Asst. Deputy Secretary 
Keith Boylan, Deputy Secretary 
Debbie Endsley, Acting Secretary 
California Dept. ofVeterans Affairs 
PO BOX 942895, Sacramento, CA 94295 

Dear Secretary Debbie Ensley et al, 

lrvine Residents Alliance for Great Park 
P. 0. Box 14834 
lrvine, CA 92623-4834 

We are a group of residents in the City oflrvine, California. We are writing you to express our opposition 
of the State Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. We strongly urge you to reconsider the 
selection referenced in AB1453. Other more suitable locations in OC shaH be considered. 

With a11 due respect to OC Veterans, we do support an OC veteran cemetery to be built at a suitable site. 
Veterans fight for this country and our freedom and they certainly deserve a cemetery in OC. We hope 
the OC veterans' cemetery can demonstrate a good example of the respect of human rights and cultural 
tolerance on which this country is built and prospers, and for which veterans have been fighting. 

However, we are questioning the compatibility, feasibility, and its underlying politic motivations to choose 
this cemetery site. It is insensitive for municipals to overlook the likely negative impacts of the site on its 
nearby residents. These" likely impacts will be profound and lasting to Irvine economic future, Irvine 
residents' psychological comfort, and Irvine community's multicultural health. The cultural impact cannot 
be underestimated. It can -spread into many other areas such as local economic and community 
development. 

When this Bill was passed in July, 2014, public notification was certainly lacking if there was any. As a 
result, most residents in the area did not know anything about it. We are really questioning whether the 
process was truthfully and honestly conducted with considerations to reach out to the affected residents. 

We urge you to consider to: 

• Immediately stop any application and funding processes for the design and construction of this 
cemetery until a thorough communication with local communities is conducted and an acceptable 
agreement by all parties Is reached. 

• Set up committee to search for a suitable alternative site for the State Veterans Cemetery in the 
Orange County. We would love to help you in this search in many possible ways since we do want 
our veterans to have a good place to rest in peace. 

We have collected over one thousand residents' signatures. Attached is one sample page. We reserve a11 
our legal rights to make sure our voice being heard and our rights being protected. 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relqcate the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate .the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate the State Vetrerans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
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Cypress Village Residents' Petition to Relocate the Great Park Vetrerans Cemetery 
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Cypress Village Residents' Petition to Relocate the Great Park Vetrerans Cemetery 

(Cypress Village ~l%it;J(~ Great Park ~A;IJI!!~:Jal:~ip..) 
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Irvine Residents Oppose Vetreran Cemetery in the Great Park Name List 
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Irvine Residents Oppose Vetreran Cemetery in the Great Park Name List 
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Irvine Residents' Petition to Relocate State Vetrerans Cemetery From OC Great Park 
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Irvine Residents Oppose Vetreran Cemetery in the Great Park Name List 

( B\~Ji5 ~&M:ti:Great Parkll¥ A.&:li!!~ ~) ' 
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· Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the locatio14 and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In additio14 there is a new high 
school under construCtion with clear sight oftbe cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belief tbat a cemetery. and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our Jives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in. the park could definitely lead to an ~~exponentiar' 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
With no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

Whlle I deeply ~pect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are :fur more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable: 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. -

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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Petition to Relocate the Pronosed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location. and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition. there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also 'be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a.cemeteiy and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others. I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for oW' kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lea<! to an "'exponential" 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the h()mes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We fee~ our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for OW' country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, ~ 
.A 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print= C;-lt://11 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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Petition to Relocate the Prouosed State Veterans Cemetea from the OC Great Park . ... ..... -. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . ... 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. W:rth their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini~ a fengsbui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential'' 
drop in property value; I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fur more suitable fur their cemetery. They deserve a quieter arid 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified communjty and economic growth of the area We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: :L( ~~ ~~ 

Tel: 
I ' • • I 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetel'! from tht}OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo"!l as a concerned resident of city ofirvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park, Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints , 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without fufurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
agam urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Name(Please Print): \€{:' \;~ @:;b' 

Tel: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proi!osed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great'Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the locatio14 and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery .. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to moye because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 4001D of all home buyers in Irvine today m-e Asian. Wlth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengsb:ui ma.."lter~ having a c.em.etery in th~· pmk could 4efinitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite uPset that the~ was very little communiCation to the 
neighborhood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infunning and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look fur a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ~ /1-~;A.. . 
Name(Please Print): {I :fA/~ /f.£' t( f-i<l( 

WeCrurtiD: Te-.l.:~c~~~H'1~·+!$~g~·~9~~/U+/~---------------
- I' l + I 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Gteat Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10.000 new homes around the park. In addition. there is a new high 
school under construction with clear ~igbt of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belleftbat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of an home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after ~ol district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetezy.in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regardiitg the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

WeChatiD: Tel: P#-3o~ -/6-y;.r::l 
I' a.- ) 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetea from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am w-riting to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the locatio~ and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
/ 

area. There have already been many new homes bui1t in the neighborhood and developer FivePoin.ts 
Communities is set to build nearly 1 OtOOO new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at sehooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. W'rth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made ru_sn one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life .savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within. 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an '~exponential,. 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no ~losure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print): 

Address: .21.-
Email: 
WeChat ID: 
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Petition to Relocate the Prouosed State Veterans Cemetery fro1n the OC Great Park 
. . . . . . .. 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the locatio~ ~d we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have a1ready been many new homes built in tbe neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly lOtOOO new homes around the park. In additio~ there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief1hat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
()ther. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be bunt there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just 1ike many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable. 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the 3I'ea. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely; 

Signature: ~"' , 
Name(Please Print): $ ~&1\ TJ2 1 1\.S I t: 
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Petition to Reloeate the Proposed State Veteran! Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern,. 

I am writing to yo1,1 as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In additio~ there is a new high 
school under oonstmct:ion with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to eacll 
other. I ca.ti foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are .Asian. W'Jth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school~ turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the patk could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little connnunication to the 
neighborllood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fitt more suitab.le fur their cemetery. '!'hey deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable~ 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 1~-\ 

Signature: ! I . \ ' 

Name(Please Punt): .)ti(hl\1. (-€r {f! t/{ 
'J 

Address: ec;- Ql.,tefiHt viL r I rvfi1 £- CA q 'b~ 70 

WeChadD: ,J Tel: 1910 ?[~·2_-c;:-?--- iS 7 >7 
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Petition to Reloeate the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Cone~ 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are _strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighbothood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear • of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be · 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all hOme buyers in Irvine today are Asian. WJth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school~ turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to-have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quotec;i in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a tengshui master, having a cemetery.jn the park could definitely lead to an "exponentialn 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little connn~ion to the 
neighborbood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel o-ur rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suita~le fur their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for om Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ~ &-----

' > 
Email: £1., l!.. (,sb~5 • ~ Vt!'Jt,,., .... t".<"'""n 

WeChat ID: ' .:Te!!<_!l:,._· _3.!..<2~·>:::.:::·· -~3el~· ?~~t-CL.Yq?cft__ ________ _ 
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Petition to Relocate the Pmpoted State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange Co\Ulty Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, tbere is a new high 
school under construction with clear~ of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at sdlooL ·There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
othet: I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be bui1t there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see C...AtDetery and 
fimera1s an the time. · 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to-have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a. 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential,. 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are mr more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified connnunity and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

S~!y, ~ 0 /Y 
SJgnature: --·~.,/?'-----
Name(P1ease Print): J?£ec _ .PztA:i ~ 

~eCmtiD: ~Te~t~--------------------------
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Petition to Relocate the Propo@l State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo"!! as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed 1ocation in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemeterywhere parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids • sdlool There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home beyers in Irvine today are Asian. W'lth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school district, turning lrviiie into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainin4 a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the parlc could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little connnunication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suita~le for their cemetezy. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

~eCfurtiD: Tl~e~t~--------------------------
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yolJ. as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by mu1tiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

-other.· I c_an foreiee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IDSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the parlc coUld definitely lead to an ·~exponential" 
·drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print): 

£ I' .2.---o-
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Petition to Relocate the Proyosed Sta~ Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Connnunities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school uilder construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because 1 don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. · 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IDSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buye:rS. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini~ a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an ·~exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified connnunity and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look fur a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

S . -<:"'.?" ~ ~ ......,_ tgnature: :> ~c;.~. · ~ 

Address: '3 I 
Email: 
VleChat ID: Tel: 
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Petition to ReJoeate the PropOied State Vetenms Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear ~igbt of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be-a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should ·not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 400A. of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. WJth their fucos on high academic 
achievement it has made RJSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Ma~ a fengshui master, having a cemeteiy.in the parlc could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little connnunication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infunning and consulting the residents first? A lot of us pmchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fur more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene p.lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable~ 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

SinCerely; <::: 
Signature: 
Name(Piease Print): 

l ' / ._J • 
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Petition to Reloute the Proposed State Veterans Cemetea from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parlt: is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in tbe neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear !iight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementaiy and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belieftbat a cemetery and residences/scboo1s should not be next to each 
othet: I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be bui1t there. I may be 
furCed to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals an the time. · 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wnh their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little connnunication to the 
neighborllood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are mr more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, ~ ~ 
~Print)~) 

WeChat ID: , . / - Tel: 9tJ.-9 _. Z--o J .-. uC1 f[~ (/ 
" L I ( I / 
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Petition to Re1ocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against tbe location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site fur the Veterans Cemetery. · 

The proposed location.in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighbomood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around ~park. In addition, there is a new bigh 
school under construction with clear sight oftbe cemetery where parents wm drive by multiple times 

. each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should DDt be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives wou]d be negatively a1fected sbou1d a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
fimeraJs an the time. 

Well over 40% of an home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wltb. their focus on high academic 
a.cbievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many~ I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a c...--metery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengsbui master, having a cemetety.in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neigbborllood cotmmmity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at tbe time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are mr more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look fur a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 
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Petition to Reloeate the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. 1'here have already been many new homes built in tbe neighbothood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10.000 new homes around tbe pa:dL In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and :residences/sehoo1s should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to mow because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
fimelals an the time. 

Well over 40% of an bome buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wlth their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many Will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA T~ Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery.in the park could definitely~ to an "exponential" 
drop in property va1ne. I'm a1so quite upset that there was wry little COJDD111Dication to the 
neighbomood connmmity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fin- more suitable fur their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene p1ace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Oreat Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: 
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Petition to ReJoute the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to )'01:1 as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes amtmd the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementaiy and junior 
high school. It. is our cultmal belieftbat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives wou1d be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don' want my kids to go to a school where they aluld see cemetery and 
:fimemls an the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today~ Asian. W"Jth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery.in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was ver.y little communication to the 
neighbomood connnunity regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like t1m without infbrm.ing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our counfry it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suita~le fur their cemeteiy. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The cwtent proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

. -/ . -
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Petition to ReJoute the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Patk is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In additio~ there is a new bigh 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multip1e times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cu11ura1 belief that a cemetery and residenceslschoo1s should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where. they could see cemetery and 
:fimera1s an the time. · 

Well over 40% of an home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. W'Ith their mcus on high academic 
achievement it has made RJSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fimgshui master, having a cemetmy.in the patk could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very litt1e communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like thE withOut infurming and consulting the residents :first? A lot of us pmchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the pmposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say tbe least. 

While I deeply respect OlJl' veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fi1r more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current propOsed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area We once 
again urge you to ·stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 
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Petition to Reloeate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery fmm the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Parle. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle js in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 1 0~000 new homes around the park. In addition, tbere is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementaiy and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/scboo1s should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could. see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 4()0AJ of an home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wltb their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sougbt after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here :fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery.in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neigbbomood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this withOut infurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure informa~n about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitaQle for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable~ 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look fur a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely; 

Tel: 
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Petition to Relocate the Pmposed State Veterans Cemetea from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighbodlood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear !'ight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school ·There will also be a new elementaty and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 

. fUnerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. W'Jth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I bave put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery.in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
·drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal Jike this withOut infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure infOrmation about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are filr more suitab.le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene p1ace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur om Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: 
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Petition to Re1ocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to yo~ as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around tbe park. In additio~ there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by muhiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cultural belief tbat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wnh their :fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within S miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential'• 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the !east. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fur more suita~le for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincere!~ ' A / 

Signature: tLA---~ 

WeChat ID: -.J • -.J 

'- " I -- .,-r 
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Petition to Relocate tbe Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from tbe OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge ydu to reconsider the choice ofthis site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be buih there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian.. Wrth their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an ~·exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consuhing the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure infonnation about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say tb.e least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few ahemative sites that are firr more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified corrnnunity and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature~ 
Name(Please Print):)\A,PQ ~~ ~ 2 ~ 

WeChat ID: Tel: tf ~ $_) 6 3 l-- 1!- I 8' 8 

·. 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes buih in the neighborbnod and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don•t want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IDSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home. here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an ~~exponential't 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the cjty at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infurming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure infonnation about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene p1ace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: fA ~ 
Name(Please Print): )Jtlt.J 

I nfJ,rJ e.. 

Tel: 
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Petition to Relocate the ProJ!osed State Veterans Cemetea from the ~ Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, --.. 
-r~t' ~ 

Signature: -, 
Name(Please Print): ' "TI A N&f 

Tel: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes buih in the neighborhood and developer FivePomts 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by nmltiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural beliefthat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be buih there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. Ali quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "•exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can. the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consuhing the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth o( the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature:~)~ J1~ 
Name(Please Print): 

WeChatiD: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemeten: from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighbothood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by muhiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will a1so be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an ~~exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city ofirvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 400/o of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made rusn one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without infOrming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fur more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely; 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print): ?f-l-1.5111 !tG 

Address: 
Email: 
WeCbatiD: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veteran5 Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes buili in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, tbere is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by muhiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our cultural beliefthat a cemetery and residences/schools should' not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 4()0/o of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made ruso one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengsbui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an -~exponential» 
drop in property value. rm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal. like tlm without infOrming and consuhing the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few ahemative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ~ 
Name(Please Print): CiE:-l C~tUMa Li 

WeChat ID: Tel: tft'4 11 ~GCf gq ~-s 

.· 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetety from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site fur the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes buili in the neighbomood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around tbe park. In additio~ there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by muhiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school There will also ·be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our Jives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fur home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an ·£exponential» 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
propos~ like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information alx>ut the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

WeChatiD: Tel: 

.· 
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· Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park . 

To Whom lt May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 1 0,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. l'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look tor a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: -~/tl.->:::1 ~t'\.L-v'- , 
Name(Please Print): £:::.0-H 'D "S>H tdJ 

Address: lRVl f\IG_ ( 2 bL--c 
Email: (2.. 

WeChatTD: Tel: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern. . 
I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already. been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop offtheir.kids at school There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
bouse within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times; Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth ofthe area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ~ 
Name(Please Print): $:t Ul M I )..{G{ G/At> 

Address: {Jb IZEJ lft<T ~L6't> bq ~ 

WeChat ID: f-t;{J.lo:?J ?-'¥-? 

https://mail.google.comf.Jscs/mail-static/_/js/k=gmail.rr:ain.en.4eSrOe4hhjO.O/m=m_i,t,it/am=nhEG7v_WH8Q4Q7vOQd2_373SbEzz-v_exNAsiMA_zf7fwC_... 1/1 
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Petition to Relocate tht Propostd State Vtttuns Ctmtten· from tbt OC Gnat Park 

'hom It ).·lay Concern, 

wulul!! to you as a .:oncerned restdent of c1ty of Irnne regardmg the proposed location of Sute 
ans Cemetery m Orange County Great Park. ).Jany of us are strongly agautst th~ location, and we 
you to recons1<itr the choice ofthts site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

proposed location m Orange County Great Park ti m the center <lf a densely populated re5idtnua1 
There ba\·e already been many new homes buut m the netghborhood and de\' eloper F1vePomts 

uruues is srt to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addtuon, there ts a new tugh 
1 under construcuon \\'ll.h clear stght of the cemeterY where parents will dm·e by multiple umes 
day to ptck up and drop otlthetr ktds at school. There wtll also be a new dementary andJuruor 
school. It ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences· schools should not be next to each 
. I can foresee our hYes would~ negam·el\· affeeted should a cemetery be butlt there. 1 may be 

to move because I don t want mv k1ds to go to a school where they could see cemetetV and 

oYer -t0°'a of all home buyers m IrYine toda:; are A stan With their focus on hi~h academtc 
,·ement 1t has made IUSO one of the most sought after 5Chool district. turning Irvtne into one of 
ost highly nlued cities for home buyers Jun ltke many oth~rs 1 haYe put dO\m my hfe sivings 
chase i home here for our kids to h:n·e cetter education )(ow. m:my will not considtr buying a 

e within 5 miles of J. cemetery due to its negatt\·e energy As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
im, :1 feng!hui master. h.l\·mg a cemetery in the p.uk could definitely lead to an ··exponential .. 
in property nlue, r m also qlllte upset that there w;as Hr:• httle communication to the 

n ; hborhood community reg.:uding the proposed cemetery How em the city at the time pass a 
pr~ sal like thu without informing and consultmg the residents finf' A lot of us purchased the homes 
v.-J no di;closure information about the proposed cemetery \\'e feel our rights :md wnhe~ .ue 
nJ ected to !:.tv the least. 

' 
\\ le I deeply respect our \'eteratts and t,vhat they h;m~ done for our country tlts clear to me that there t 

. 
ar u1te a f~w altemauve sttes tll.lt a.u far mote sunable for lheu cemetery. They deserve a qUteler a.nd 
m e strene place to rest m ~ace. The cunent proposed locauon at Great Park i5 sunply not suttable, 
~ it will n~ga.ti\'elY impact the dtrerstfied coUllllunity a.ud ecouom1c gro\\th of the area. We once 
ag n urge you to stop monng fotwarJ wtth Ulls proposed S!h~ and stan to look for a new aHernatne 
stt for our \"eteran>. 

s 

ature. 
clPiease Printy: 

ess: 5C>) ~AI\T008_, \R:\1\NG, ct.2.£!,1 fS' 
,~t a.bh.:. et.!.~""-+h G ':i.. ..,......,J. C.C-vv'\ 

hat ID: Tel: 4 4<>1 - 2-.<!:> ~ - 2...6 2.. L.., 
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Petition to Relocate rbt Propo5td Shte VtttnDs Ctmtten· from rbe OC Gnat Park 

\\'fttlll!! to you as a conc.tmtd residtn£ of city of Irnne regatdmg lht proposed location of Statt 
s Cemctcr;· in Orange County Great Park. ~!any of us are ~tiongly_~amst the location. and we 

you to rec:onstdtr th~ chou:e oflhls sue for the Veteraru Cemetery. 

proposed location m Orange County Great Park 1s m tht c:eruer of a denscly populated r~idential 
There h:m~ already ~en many ntw homes bmlt in th~ neJghborbood and deY eloper FJ\·ePoints 

uruues is set to build ntarly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addtuon. there 1s a new lugh 
1 under construCtion Wlth clear s1ght of the ce.metet)· where parents will drl\·e by multiple u.mes 
day to ptclc up and drop off thelf ktds at school. Thtre wdl also ~ a new elementary and Juruor 
school. [t ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences:schools should not be next to each 

r. 1 can foresee our bYes \Vould be negatn·ely affe(;ted should a cemetery be butlt there. I may be 
d to move because I don't want my ktds to go to a school where they could see cemetety and 
als all the time 

o\·er .tO% ofall home buyers in In·me today are Asian With their focus on high academic 
vement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district. turning Jrvme into one of 
ost bi!!hly nlued cities for home buyers Jmt like many others. I ha\·e put down my life savings 
rchue a home here for our kids to h;we better educ;ation Now. mmy will not conside:r buying a 
e within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negJti\·e energy As quoted in LA Ttmes, Simona 
ini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitdy lead to an ·'exponentiar· 
in property nlue. I'm also quttc: upset that there was Hry little communication to the 

hborhood community regarding the proposed cemttery How em the city at the time pass a 
sal like this without informing md consulting the re5idents fint? A lot of us purchased the homes 

no dssclosure infom1ation about tlse proposed cemetery We feel our right1 and wnhes ue 
ecud to 1ay the least 

e I deeply respect our veterans and what they ha\·e done for our counuy 1t is cltar to me !hat there 
uttc a few alternall\'e stles that ;ue fat· more su1table for theu cemetety. They deserve a quteter and 

e serene place to rest 111 peace. The current proposed locaLton at Great PJ.Ik ts mnply not suttable, 
tt \nil negamdy 1111pa<:t the dt\'crstfied commumty and ccono!lllc gi0\\111 of the area. \\"e once 

a"l urge you to ;top moYmg forward With !.hts propos<!\! site anli stan to look for a new a.ltematJ\'t 
stt~ for our \·eteram. 

s~ erely 

.$! atl,lr.e. a~ ~k~ 
~ etFlease Print}: j~, C/uut 

A. es5: b,o LaU,,& . /-t-<-4-~ . C/j- f+ 61 g 
I: ; iJ · 5'/u.<. x: cl.P-n 0V .1/ v-f7 m.a...:c . C<.=i 
\\' hatiD· Tel· 'i?ZJ.7_l,'o-o-63tn> 

! 
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. Ptdriou to Relon.te the Propostd St;.te Vttuans Cemtten· from the OC Grnr Park 

! 
Tol· 11om It:\hy Conctrn, 

wntmg to you as a conctrntd restdtnt of city of Irnnt rtgarding ~ propostd location of State 
ans Cemctet}· m Otange County Great Puk. Many of us are stroagl~· a~amst the location, and we 
you to reconstdtr the chotce ofthts $ltt for the Veterans Cmettt)'. 

ropostd location m Orange Coun~· Great Park u m lhe ce.nttr of a ~ly populated reJidenual 
There h.n·e alrudy been many new homes butlt m the neaghbofhood and de\·eJoper ftvePot.nts 
uruu~ ts set to butld nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. ln addlUon, there 1s a new hlgh 

1 under construction Wtth dear stght of the cemetery where parents will dnre by multiple umes 
day to ptdc up and drop offthetr k1ds at school. There \nil also be a new elemmt.ary and JWllOr 
school. It JS our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences·schools should nor be next to each 
. I can foresee our h,·es would be negatiYelv affected should a cemeterY be built there.[ mav be 

to move bteause I don't want my k1ds to go to a school where theY could ste cemtterv and 
h all the time 

oYer -t0''o of all home buyers m Irnne today are As1an With their focus on high academ1c 
Yement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district. turning Jrvme into one of 
ost highly \'alued cities for home buyw> Ju;t like many others I have put down my life savings 
chase a home here for our kids to han better educ.ation ~ow. many will not consider buying a 
within 5 ~nile5 of J cemetery due to its negative energy As quoted in LA Times. Simona · 

ini, a fengshui master, tu\·ing a cemetery in the park could detinitely lead to an "exponential .. 
in property nlue. I'm also quite upset that there was ,·ery httle communication to the 
borhood community regarding the proposed cenu:tery How em the city at the time pass a 
ullike thi3 without informing md consulting the residents first':' A lot of us purchased the homes 

no dnclosure iufonnation Jbout the ptoposed ctmetery \\"e feet our righh and wishes :ue. 
c!ed to saY the lea.st. 

e 1 d~eply respect our \'ctera.ns and what they ha\·e done for our country 1t ts clear to me that there 
utte a few altematl\'e stles tltat ate fa.r more suuabh: for theu cemetety. They deserve a quteter and 
s«ene place to rest m ptace. The: current proposed locatton at Gn~at Pa.rk ts 3unply not suttabk, 

an
1 

t wtll negatin:ly impact the dr;emfied coUlllluruty and economtc gro\\1h of the a.rea. \\"e once 
ag, urge you to stop monng forward wtth thts proposed s1te anJ stan to lwk for a new altemam·e 
sttti ·or our \"eterans. 

Sjmlv, 
$t" /~ 
;q e(Piease Print): Crt'~ J.,'q 

A J ress· 6o Lt?.:-&£ .. df._ , ;/1..-v~ , 

~ffi-·t· 11';)'7 'x j,'tt(!f) ~. 6'7Y{ 

\\", h:niD. 

1d-6!/? 

I 
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Petidon to Rtloute tht Proposed State Vttuaru Cemetery fro111 rbe OC Gruc Park 

To 11om It :\hy Concern, 

wnl.ulg to you .1.5 a .::onctrned r~stdt:nt ofdty of lrnne regarding the proposed location of State 
ans Cemetery m Orange County Great Park. Slany of us are strongly agamst the location, and \\e 
you to reconstder the chotce oftlus sue for the \'eteraru Cemetery. 

proposed location m Orange Count;: Great Park 15 in the center of a dtnsdy popu.l.ued re:.sidenual 
There h.a\·e alread~· been many new homes buslt m the netghbochood and de\ eloper FtvePotnt.s 

uruues is set to bulld ntarty 10,000 new homes around the park. ln addmon, there ts a new lugh 
1 under constiUCUon wtth clear stgbt of the ce.metet:>· where parents wiU dnre by multiple times 
day to ptck up and drop offthetr k1ds at school. There Wtll also be a new elem~tary and JWUOr 
school. It ts ow: cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences.::;chools should not be next to each 
. I can foresee our It Yes would boe negatn·eJv affected should a cemetery be butlt there. I mav be 

to mo\'e because l don't want mv k1ds to go to a school where they could see cemeterY and 

o..-er ..f0°C. of all homt" buyers m Irnne today are Asian With their focus on l11gh academic 
vt"ment it has made IUSD one of the most sought .1fter school dtstrict, turning hvme into one of 
ost highly valued cittes for home buyi.'r'> Jun hke many others I ha,·e put do\\11 my life savings 
rch3se a home here for our kids to haYe better educ:uion ~ow. mmy will not consider buying a 

h 1 e within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negatiYe energy As quoted in L.-\. Times. Simona 
)( · ins, l fengshui master, hann~ J cemetery in the park could def111itely lead to an ·'exponential .. 
dr in property· Yalue I'm also quite upset thJ.t there '''.15 nry little communication to the 
ne' hborhood conuumuty regarding the propoied cemetery How em the city at the time pass a 
pr osallike this without infomting and consulting the residents fint:' .-\lot of us purch.as~d th~ hom~s 
w, no d1sclosure information about the p1oposed cemetery \\"c feel our nghts and wtshes ;ue 
ne ~ct~d to sav the le::m. 

\\: t I d~eply resp~ct our vet~rans and what they ha\ e done fot our country tt ts clear to me that there 
31~ utte a few altetnall';e stks that J.Je far more 5Uitabk foi lheu ccmelt:ty. They tleser\'e a qut~ler and 
m# serene plaa: to rest Ul peace. The current proposed locauon at Gteat PJ.Jk is sUllply not !iUttable, 

' tt will negati\'d~ uupact the dtvem.fied cotlllllUlllt:,. and ecouollllc growth of the area. We: once 
ai urge you to 5top monng forward wnh th.ts proposed s!!e md ~tan. to iNk fN a new aHernatn e 
stt~ for our \'etcrans. 

atur~. tv~t>, · 
etPlease Print}: H 1 L { f\J J) 5'H r\ L /II 

.-'\.·: re_ss: S~2. . L-1' L \ ],\J Df . 1 J(1 V 1/0 [ / ( P- 1· 2 { I.J 
EW 11 tvtrli~·u~ 5 ~Gtv &J c1 l'-iDJ ( . (0 jV' . Wr h>t !D: ,) Tel· '/t., q J 517 Lr 5 'j 

I 
I 
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Petition to Relonte the Proposw StAte Vttuan.s Cemeren from the OC Great Puk 

-hom It ~·lay Conctm, 

\\T1l1Dg to you as .a concerned restdent of city oflrnne re~ardmg the proposed location of State 
rans Cemetet:; m Orange County Great Park. ~lany of us are strongly against tbe location, and \\e 
you to u~corutdtr tb~ chotc~ ofthts sHe forth~ \'eterans Cemetery. 

propoil'!d location m Oxange County Great Park 1S in the center of a <knsely populated restdenllal 
There h.l\·e already b<!en many new homes butlt m the netghbothood and developer F1vePomts 

unmes ts set to build ntarly 10,000 new homes around the park_ In addloon, there 1s a new high 
s 1 uilder construellon wuh clear s1ght of the cemeterY where parents will dm·e bv multiple llmes 

day to ptclc up and drop offthetr ktds at school. There Wtll also~ a new dementary and Juruor 
school. It ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences ;chools should not be next to each 
. I can foresee our hYes would be negaun~lv affected should a cemetery be built then~. I may be 

to mo\·e be-cause I don't want mY ktd~ to go to a school where tbe-r could see cemeterv and 

o\·er -!0''1) of all home buyers in In·ine today are A stan With their focu~ on hi@h academic 
1 ,·ement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district. turning Irvme mro one of 

mt highly nlued cities for home buyers Juit like roam' others· I h;n·e put down my life savings 
to rcb.ue a home here for our kids to have better education :"liow. mJny wtll not constder l;mym~ a 
bo e within '5 mtles of a cemetery due to its negative energy As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
M ini, J fengshui master, lu\·ing a cemetery in the p.uk could det-mitely lead to an ·'exponential .. 
dr in pro~rty nlue. I'm also qutte upset th.a.t thete • . ...-a!! nry httle communic-ation to the 

borhood community regarding the proposed cemetery How em the city Jl the time pass a 
SJJ like th13 without infomting and consulting the residents first"' A lot of us purchased the homts 

no dtsclosure information Jbout the p10posed cem~tery \\·e feel our ughts artd wishes .ue 
1 ct~d to saY the least 

e I deeply respect our \'tterans and what they haw done for our country 1t ts ckar to me that there 
ut!e a fe\\' altematt\·e sttes that .lie far more su1tablc for lheu cemetery. They deser\'e a quu~tet and 
serene place to rest m ptace. The cunent proposed locatwn at Great Pa.rkis Hmply not su!la.bk 

t mll neg aU\· ely 1D1pacl the dt\ erstfted colll!llunJty and econo1ruc gro\\ 1h of the ;uea. \\'e once 
urge you to nop mo\·mg forward \\tlh lhrs proposed s1te and stan to lNk for a new altematn·e 

or our \'eterans. 
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Petition to Relocate tht Proposed St~te \"tttnn.s Ceauten· from the OC Gnat Park 

t :\'hom It ~by Conctrn, 

\\f1ltng to you as ;a .:onarn~d restdent of ctty ofln·me regarding the p1oposw location of State 
ans Cemete~· m Orange County Great Patlc ~lany of us are strongly agamst the Jocauon, and \\C 
you to recoru1d« the cho1ce oflhts sne for the \"eteraru Cemetery. 

proposed location m Orange County Great Part u m the centtt of a &rudy popu.bted residenual 
There ha\'e already bten many new homes budt 1Jl the netghborhood and de\ doper Fm~Pows 

Wl.lttes ts set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around me park. In addlUon, mere ts a new lugb 
1 under consttuction wtm clear Sight of the cemetery where parents will dnre by multiple umcs 
day to ptck up and drop offthtlf kzds at school. There will also be a new elemmtary and Juruor 
school. It ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdencesscbools should not be ne:tt to each 

I can foresee our hYes would be ncgattn~lv affected should a cemetery be built there. J mav be 
ed to mo\"e because I don·t want mY ktds to go to a school \Yhere thev could see cemeter.- and 

l oYer -t0°'o of all home buyers m ItTme today are .-\stan With their focu3 on high academic 
e\·ement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district. turning Irvine mto one of 

ost highly \'.alued cities for home buy en Jun like many others. 1 ha\·e put down my hfe sa,·m~~ 
ch;ue J. home here for our kids to have better educJ.tion ~ow. mmy will not consider buymg a 
within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negatl\"e energy .-\s quoted m LA Time~. Simona 

; 
I ., 

im, a fengshui master. luving a cemetery in the park could detinitely le4d to ;m ··exponentiJ.I .. 
in property nlue I'm also quite upset that there was nry httlc: communicallon to the 

bborhood conm1Un.ity n~garding the proposed cemetery. How em the city at the time pass a 
nllike this without informing and consulting the reiidents fint"l A lot of us purchased the homes 

no dnclosure infonnation J.bout the proposed cemetery \\'e feel our rtght!i md wuhes au 
ccted to 5av the least. 

t I deeply respect our retetallS and what they have done for our country 1l is cle;u to rue that there 
utte a few a.ltemall\e sttes that .ue f;u more suttable for theu ccmetety. The~ deserve a qutetcr and 
serene place to rest m peace. The current proposed locat.J.on at Great Pa.!lc ts mnply not suttable, 

t Wtll negau•;el:- illlpact the dm~mikd communtty and econollllc grom.h of the lie a. We once 
urge you to Hop monng forward With tlus proposed s!te and stan to look for a new a.ltemau\·e 

or our \·eterain. 
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Petition to Rtloute tht Propond Sfatt \·eterans CemeterY Cromtbt OC Gnat Park 

wutmg to you as a conctrn~d restdent of ctty of In·we reg;udmg the propostd locat.ton of State 
am Ctmet~ m Orange County Great Park. ~lany of us are strongly agamst the location, and we 
you to rtconstdtr the chotce ofthts silt for the \'tterans Cemetery. 

proposed location m Orange County Great Park ts mlhc cent« of .t t:knsely populated restdcnttal 
. There h.t\'t already btcn many new homes butlt m the netghborhood and dcveloptt fm~Potnts 

U1lltt~ ts set to build nt~arly 10,000 new homes around the patk.ln addttton. there ts a new htgb 
1 under consuucuon With clear ssght of the cemetery where parents w1U drt\"e by multiple umes 
day to pick up and drop otT then ktds at school. There wdl also be a new elementary and Juruor 
school. It ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and restdences·schools should not be next to each 
. I can foresee our hves would be negati,·elv all'~ted should a cemetery be built there. I may be 

ed to move because l don·t want mv ktds to go to a school where thev could see cemeterv and 
a Is all the time. 

t o\·er -to•·o of all home buyers m In·ine today are As1an With their focus on high academic 
evernent it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning In·me into one of 

ost highly valued cities for home buyers Just like manv others. I ha\·e put domt my hfe savings 
rchase a home here for our kids to han: better educ.;uion )row. many wsll not consider buying a 
e within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negatn·e energy As quoted m LA Times. Simona 

nini, a fengshui master. luvmg :t cemete~· in the ~rk could defmitely lead to an --exponential .. 
in propc~· nlue. I'm also quite upsl':t that thl':re w.1s n:ry httll': communication to the 

hborhood community reg;uding the proposed cemetery. How em the city at the time pass a 
sal like this without informin~ and consulting the residents tine A lot of us purch:tsed the homes 

no dtsclosure information about the ptoposed cemetery \\·e feel our nghts J.Dd wishes .ue 
ected to sav the least. 

I~ I deeply respecf our \'eteu.tts and whaf they hate done for our country tlts clear to me that there 
Ul(e a few alternalt\ e !>Jtcs that arc far more m1tablc for theu cemete1y. They deserve a qUieter and 
serene place to restm ~ace. Th~ current Ftoposed locauon at Great Park Js >truply not sunable. 

tt wlll negati\'ely unpacl the dm~m.fied colllllluwty a.ud econollllc gro\\lh of the area. \\'e once 
urge you to stop monng fonvard mth this proposed s1te and stan to look for a new aJternatt\e 

or our \"eteram. 

-.::iYo \"t-Il HAk.AkALA 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State \eterans Ctmeren· from tbe OC Grtat Park 

·hom It ~fay Concern, 

\\ nl!n~ to you as .1 concem~d restdtnt of ctty of Irnne r~g;udmg the ptoposed location of State 
rans Cemetery tn Orange County Grear Park. ~Iany of us :ue strongly agaum th~ location, and we 
you to reconsrder the chotce ofthts ~lle fot the Veterans C~etery. 

proposed location 1Il Orange County Great Park u 1Il the center of a derudy populated rt.Hdtnual 
There ba\·e alread~ been many new homes built m the netghborbood and de\·eioptr FtwPomu 

uruues ts set to build nearly 10,000 ~ew homes around the park. In addttJon, there ts a new blgh 
1 under consuuction wnh cleM stght of me cemetery where parents will drm~ by mutuple umes 
day to ptck up and drop offthetr ktds at school. There wtll also be a new elemenrary and JuntOr 
school. It ts our cultural belief that a cemetery and reSJdenceS:Schools should not~ next to each 

r-. 1 can foresee our hYes would be negatn·eJY affected ihould a <:emetery ~built there. I may be 
~d to move because I don t want mY ktds to go to a school \\"here thev could see cemeter.- and 
ah all the time 

1 over -l01 'o of all home buy en m Irnne today· are Asian With their focus on ht@h academtc 
evement it has nl4de IUSD one of the most sought after school dntrict. tumin~ Irvme uno one of 
1ost hi@hly v.alued cit1es for home buyers. Ju~t like manv others I ha\·e put dom1 my hfe s;mn~s 

t , urchase a home here for our kids to h.we better education )iow. nuny \\·111 not constdtr t"\\tymg J 

h se within ) rniles of a cemetery due lo its negahve energy As quoted m LA Times, Sllltona 

! 

nini, J fengshui master, ha,·ing a cemetery in the p.ark could definitely lead to an ··exponenti.:~r· 
in pro pi: tty" \4luc. r m also quite upset I hat there \"\135 \"ef} little communication to the 

hborhood community regarding the proposed cemelefy How em the city lt the time pass a 
ul like this without mforming and consulting the H!iidents first'1 A lot of us purchased the homes 

no disclosure informauon about the proposed cemetery \\"e feel our rights. :md wtshes J.H! 

lected to saY the least. 

lle I deeply respect our \'eteram and what they h:m~ done fot our coun~· 1t ts clear to me that thete 
qutte a few altemall\·e stte:s that .ue far more smtable for theu cemetery. They deser\'e a quH:ter and 
e serene place to re~t m ~ace. The curuut proposed locatiOn at Great Pa.tk 1s >Wlply not smtable, 
tt will negatin:ly Ullpact the dt'.·~slfied comruuruty a.nd econouuc gro\\th of the J.rea. We once 

urge you to 5top monng forward wnh th.ls proposed S!te md start to lO;)k for a n~w .l!ternau\'e 
for our \"eterans. 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Gt·eat Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemet~ry in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Thet:e have already been many new homeS built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly I 0,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by i_nultiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There wilt also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is .our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't Want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. . 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district; turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many wil1 not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
1t1ainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. T'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place' to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely,~· __ 

Signature. · ~'bf£ -
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Petition to Relocate the Prooosed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many ofus are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider ·the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already beert many new homes built in the neighbothood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parentS will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residence~schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a · 
proposal like this wit4out informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We fee1 our tights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
a!ld it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving fotward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 

· site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ~ . '7'2-- ~ .. = 

Address: r- IJ /J c. y 1~ 6 7 ..s .Ir.J.-/)-4' - Cc. l _ll / J 
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Petition to Relqqte the Proposed State \te~s Cemeteey frnm tke OC Gtut f.ark 

To Whom It May C.onc~ 

I am writing to you as a co:ncernOO. resident of city oflrv".11e regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly sgairu.t the locatio~ and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated re.sideniial 
area. There have aL."ady .been many new home9 built in t.he neighbndlood and developer FivcPoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In additio~ there U. a new high 
school under construction with clear sight oftbe cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at sohool There will also be a mw elemtntary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residenceslschools should not be next to eacl1 
other. I can foresee our lives would he negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don ~t want my kids to go to a school ow-here they coUld· see cemetery and 
funemls all the time.. 

Well over 4()0/D of all home buyers in Irvine today are .Asian. With their fucus O!l high aca&mic 
achieve:DJi.'mt it has made IUSD one of the most ~'It after school distrkt, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities fbi" home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life sa'ings 
to purchase a hOme here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not ron.sider buying a. 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master7 having a cemetery in the patk could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset tlutt there was very little connnunication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the propow.l cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
propoN8llike this wit:hout infunning snd consulting the residents first? A lot of us y.ucbascd the homes 
with no disclosure information about the prQpOsed eemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the ~1. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our country it is clear to me mat there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fat more ~'Uireble for their cemeteiy. They dl-serve a quicter ~ 
more serene p!ace to rest in peace. The current proposed locatiDn at Ore!lt Park is simply not suitable, 
and R will negatively impact the diversified community and economic groVi1h of the area. We cnce 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed &ite and smrt to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. 
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Petition to Refoeste !!Je P~State Veteran.! Cemeterv from the OC .. Greilt Park 

To Whom It ~...ay Concern. 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city ofirvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Omnge County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reoonsider the choice of this site for the 'Vetel'am Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residootial 
area. There baw already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to buikl nearly 10,000 new home.s around tile park. In additio~ there is a new high 
school under oonstructic:Jn with clear sight oftm.cemetery~-bere parents will drh<·e hy multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at scboi)L There will also be a new elementary and junior 
highschooL It is our cultural belieftbat a cemetery and~ences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can forese~ our lives would be negatively a:trected ·shcruld a cemetery be bum t~, I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals an the time. 

Well over 4&'/c, of an home. bu}-crs in Irvine today are Asian. Vtlth their fucus on high academic 
aclii..."'VCment it has made IUSD one of the most sought ailer school district, turning ln::ioo into one <1f 
the most highly "\'alued cities fur home bllyers. Just like many oth.ers, I have put down my life sa\ings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better educaflOn. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 milts of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As qm>ted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini~ a fengsbui master, ha"Ving a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in PJQperty va.tM. rm alSil quite upset that there was very little conmwnication to the 
neighborllood community rega.--ding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at tbe time pass a 
proposal like tim wfthout In.furming and consulting t11e reaidents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetecy. We feel our rights and wishe$ are 
negltcted to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done fur our COth--nty it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few altema.tive sites iliat are fur more suimble fur their cemetery. They de!Sei'Ve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitabEe~ 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth ofthe area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with thls proposed site and start to look fur a new alternative 
site for om· Ve+£raDS. 

Sincerely, • - = -·-~· > 
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Petition to Re~te the Proposed State Vetenms Cemete!Yj'rom the OC Great Park 

To 'h'hom It May Concern, 

I am writiug to )"'OU as a concerned m~ident of city of mine rtgard:ing the proposed locati.on of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed IDeation in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There bave already been many new homei built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new ho:t~Wil around tlic paJk. fu addit~ there is a 1lf1W high 
school under oonstruetion with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at schooL Them will also be a new elem.."'Dtary and junior 
high school It is oor cuhural belief that a cemetety and residences/schools shouJd not be next to each 
ot:hex. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affeaat should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school whera they could iiee cemetery and 
fune:als an the time. 

Well over 4()0.,1, of all home buyers in hvinc today are Asian. W'lth tiK.ir fucus on high academic 
achievement it has made WSD one of the most sought after school dihirict, turning !n-ine into one of 
the mast higbly valued cities fur flo1~ buyas. Just ii1ro many other., I have pui do11rn my life savings 
to purchase a home lrere for our kids to have better ~n. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative eoorgy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 

· drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little conununication to the 
neighboib.ood community Iega&--ding the proposed cemetery. How can tbe city at the time pass a 
proposal Hke thi!l without infurming and consulting the residents firiit? A lot ofna purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the propased cetm1ecy. We ~~our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what tbey have done for our country it ~ clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that Bre :fur more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Oreat Park is simply not suitable. 
and it will negatively impact the diversifioo community and economic gro\\1h oft~ area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward wiih this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site fur our Veterans. · 
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Petition to ~ate the PmPO!M 5!ate Ye~rau Cem~ fro~ the Q.C Great Park . . 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing to you as a concerned r~ident of city of IrVine regarding the propo~~ed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery i!l Orange County Great Parle. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterang Cemetery. 

The proposed IDeation in Orange Cotmty Great Parle is in the center of :1 densely populated residential 
area. There ba"-e already been many m.-w ho~ buih in 1he neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10~000 new homes around the parlc. In addition, there is a new high 
school under comtruct:ion with clear sight of the tXmetcrywhere parent&. will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop offt.~Wa- kids at sclwol There \\>ill also· be a new el~ntary 3lld junior 
high school It is our cuitural belieftbat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other.. I can foresee our lives would be negatively aft"ected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
furced to move because I don•t want my kids to go to a school where they cou1d see cemetery s.nd 

- fun..--rals all the time. 

Well over 4()0/o of an home buyers ill Irvine today are Asi3n. .WJth their focus Qn high acmfemic 
achievement it has made IUSD one -:>fthe most sought aft..~ school mstrict, tu.mmg Irvine into one of 
the most hlghly -valued citres fin' horoo buymY. JUst like mmy others, I bavtt put do\\n my life sa"ings 
to purchase a home here fur our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 milei of a cemetery due to its n..agative enetgy. As qrwted in L..\ Times~ Simona 
Mainini, a fengsbui master, having a cemetery in the pmk could definitely lead to an "exponential'~ 
drop in property ·value. I'm alm quite upset that there was very little communication to the. 
neighborn.ood community re~l'(}ing the pro~ ~tery. How em the city at the time pass a 
proposal. like tru§ without infbrming and consulting the residena first? A lot of us purchased tht homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply :respect our veterans and wbat tbey have done for our country it is cleM to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are fut more Slritable fur their cemetery.· T.aey deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The cwrent proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable. 
and it will negatively impact the diversifi.!d ~ommunity and economic growth of the area. We cnce 
again urge you to stop moving forward with th.!s proposed site and start to look for a new alterootive 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely~ 

Signature: . ? q};j ?a 
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-Petitlolfto Relocate-me-Proposed State-veterans-cemetery from the OC Great-Park · 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I run writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us ru·e strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterru1s Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been mru1y new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, mru1y will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to .the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot ofus purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
ru·e quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The cun-ent proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth ofthe area. We once · 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print): 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChat ID: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concem, 

I am writing to you as a concemed resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Par{ is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is. set to bui~d nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and r~sidences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With th~ir focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many qt~ers, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetecy in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemete1y. We feel om· rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites tl1at are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
moreserel'l.e place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 
L.l 1 Ll Name(Please Print): 

r I 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is i~ the center 6f a densely populated residentil:1l 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is.set to build nearly 10,000 new hom.es around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With th~ir focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many Q,thers, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainici, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemete1y. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our cOtmtry it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemete1y. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Sionature: 
Name{Please Print): 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: Tel: 
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To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the prop?sed locatio~ of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly agamst the location. and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated.resid~ntial 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer F1vePomts 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times. Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few altemativ~ sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
mor: se~ene pla:e to r~st m peace .. The. current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and.tt Will negatively Impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
a~am urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
stte for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 
~"?· 

Signature: 
Name(Please Print): ,Jf/111 t f/i.JtU1j 

Email: · WaM~J .e# 7J :w t2- @ ~a.,'/ • c.4M · 
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n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e tiine. 

Yo of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
gshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 

rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city ·at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

agam urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 
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n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

ay Concern, 

o you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they. could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
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Pet ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

The propo 
area. Ther 
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schoolund 
each dayt 
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forced to 
funerals al 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
sis set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
he time. 

% of all horne buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

hly valued cities for horne buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchas a horne here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi · 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery ih the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh' d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal · this without infotming and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no di Iasure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 

Email: 
WeChatl 

say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
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Pet ·on to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writin to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi · is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should hot be next to each 
other. I ca oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all e time. 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Ti)lles, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

While I de ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 
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Pe ·on to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writin to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. Iri adpition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I c oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simon~ 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
ay the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively in1pact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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P tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom t May Concern, 

I am writi to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The prop d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi i s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals al he time. · 

Well over % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 

to purchas a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi · 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential~ 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal 1' this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no di Iasure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected t say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, \ 
/ .__.-

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD~ 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom t May Concern, 

I am wri · to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 

Communi · is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents wiJI drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho 1 It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve be.cause I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals aJ e time. 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simo.r:ta 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth.ofthe area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with tllis proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

Tel: 
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Pe · ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 
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Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 

s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop offtheir kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids 'to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
he time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

' 'h 5 Of'G 

WeChatiD: 
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Peti · n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

I am writin o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propos location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. ,There ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communiti is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to ick up and drop o:fftheir kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 

ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

Well over % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achieveme it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most hi hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchas home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal r this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot ofus purchased the homes 
with no di losure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
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Sincerely, 
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say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
ew alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 

Veterans. 
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n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

ay Concern, 

o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighbm:hood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights anci wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
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I 

To Whom . ray Concern, 

I am writin 
1
to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 

Veterans C rpetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t rtconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther ave already been many new homes built in the ndghborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communit f is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t ' ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca [oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. l may be 
forced to ve because 1 don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals al t e time. 

Well over ~%of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achieveme ~it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most h hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchas ~ home here for our kids to have better education. Now. many will not consider buying a 
house wit! r1 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ~ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr 

1
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

neighborh, d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposalli ~ this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no diJ Iasure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected' I say the least. 

While I de 1 ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite al ew alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more sere11 place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge ~~u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
Site for QUI reteraJ1S. 

II 
Sincerely,!/ 

! I 

Siunature:ll &;-., btV 
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II 
j Petitioa to Relocate the Propos~d State yeterans Cemeterv from th~ OC ~at Pa.:a:_k 

I I 
I I 

ToW
1 
4mnMayConcem. 

I. · g to you as a concerned resident of city offn.ine regarding tha proposed location of State 
Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. ~1any of us are strongly agaimt the location, and we 
to reconsider the choice of this site fer the Veteraru Cemetery: 

posed location in Orange County Great Pad: is in the center of a densely populated residential 
e ha\oe already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer Fil.'ePo~ 

•Dil)l~·ttl·es i.s set to build nearly 10,000 new homes arotmd the park. In addition. there ia anew high 
comtruction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents \\ill drive by multiple times 

to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There '"ill also be a new elementazy and junior 
l It is our c-ultural belief that a cemetay and residences/schools should not be next to each 

em foresee our li\'ea would be negam"ely affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
move because I don't \\1!IIt my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 

all the time. 

er 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. Wrth their focus on high academic 
acb~$11ent it has made llJSD one of the most !OUght after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

highly valued cities fur home bt.l}·em. Jwtlike many others, I have put down my life savings 
e a home here for our kids to have better education. No\\~ mart)" will not consider buying a 
-~ 5 miles ofacemeterydueto its negafu·e energy. A3 quoted in LA Tunes, Simona 
a fengshui ma3ter, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to m "exponential" 

property \'lllue. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
.eigl~d!o·od community regarding the propo$ed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

M like this \\ithout informing and consulting the resident:! first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our righu and u-iilies are 

, to ~ay the least 
I 

\\llril 1 deeply respect our veterans and what they ha\, done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are "1ie a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more ena place to rest in peace. The current propo3ed location at Great Pad: is 3imply not 3uitable, 
and · 'lill negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
a~ · , e Y';U to stop moving fommd with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site 

1
our \·eteran3. 

l 
Sin,1ly, ~ 
§jEna e: U~ _____ Z_li_~ N_ ([_-~-~~--- _ ----·----------·-·-----------
~!m! ~-e~t)~- -------------- . ---·· ···---·-. ·--·····-- -----·-··--···· ---··-·-

AE·d ~= 1 Cf:M/Z 8RooJ< .. tAl'{£_, Lf(Y!tll=,u!f 92620 
m 1 

! 
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i 
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1 
It :May Concern. 

~g to you as a concerned resident of city of !nine regarding the proposed location of State 
,,...,....,., ... Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly agaitut the Iocaticm, and we 

u to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veteram Cemetel): 

osed location in Orange County Great Parle is in the center of a densely populated resi~tial 
ere have already been many new homes built in the neighborllood and developer FwePoinh 

"ties is set to build nearly 10.000 new hom.esaround the puk. In addition, there is a new high 
l5Ul!~iWlU!er coustruction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents uifi drive by multiple times 

y to pick up and drop off their Idds lit school There \'-'ill also be anew elementaxy and junior 
ool. It is our cultural belief that a cemetexy and residences{ schools should not be ne..u to each 
can foresee our lives would be negatively affected mould a cemetery be built there. I may be 
move because I don't want my kids to go to a 3Chool where they could see cemetery and 

all the time. 

Well rer 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. \'Vith their focus on high academic 
· ' ent it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning l'Ivine into one of 

the highly valued cities for home buyers. Jurt like many others, I have put dou.n my life savings 
top e a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, Inan)" uill not consider bll)ing a 
hous rithin 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative eneJID'- .A3 quoted in L~ Times, Simona 
M · · a fengshui nwter, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop property \'alue. rm also quite upset that there ·was very little communkation to the 
nei hood commtmity regarding the proposed cemete~y. How can the city at tbe time pass a 
pro til-e this nithout informing and conrulting the resident3 firrt? A lot of us pun:hased th-e homes 
with disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our righa and n.ishea are 
negl ed to say the least 

I deeply respect our veterans and what they ha\·e done for our country it i3 clear to me that there 
are · e a few alternative sites tlu!.t are far more suitable for their cemetery. They desen·e a quieter and 
mer ene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and· ~ill negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area.. \\''e once 
ag · thge you to stop mo\ing fom-ard \\ith this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site our Veterans. 

Tel: -----·---- --·-·----· ~- ----------------- --~- . -----------
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Pe ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am writi 
Veterans 
urge you t 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and dev'eloper FivePoints 
Communi · s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho , It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I c foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals a the time. 

Well over 0% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievem t it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most i hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purcha a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi . n 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, engshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighbor od community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal I e this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no d losure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes ate 

While I d 
are quite 
more sere 
and it wil 
again urg 
site foro 

Sincerely 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChat 

say the least. 

ply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
e place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
Veterans. 

Tel: 
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Pe ·on to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am writ" 
Veterans C 
urge you t 

Thepropo 
area. Ther 
Co nun unit 
schoolund 
each dayt 
high schoo 
other. I ca 
forced to 
funerals al 

Well over 

to purchas 
house wi 
Mainini, a 
drop in pr 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with nodi 

Sincerely, 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly again~t the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

%·Of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put doWn my life savings 

a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a ~emetery due to its negative energy. As q1:1oted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot cif us purchased the homes 

losure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. . 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

. place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

Tel: 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom t May Concern, 

I am writi to you as a concerned resident of citY of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi · s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho I It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 

· funerals al he time. 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop inpr 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

more seren 
and it will 
again urge 
site for our 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IDSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 
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Pe · ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writi to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther have ali-eady been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi · s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 

ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
the time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
t it has made IUSD one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchas a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi · 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a engshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal r e this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot ofus purchased the homes 
with no di Iasure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite ew alternative sites that are far more,suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatl 

place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
au to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

Tel: 
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Pet ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am wrif 
Veterans C 
urge you t 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange Coimty Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communit s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t ick up and drop offtheir kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't waht my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all he time. 

Well over 
achieveme 
the most hi 
to purchas 
house with 
Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with no dis 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted iri LA Times, Sim~na 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our counhy it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

more seren place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth ofthe area. We once 
again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD 
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Pet ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writin to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t econsider the 1choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther ave already been many new homes built in· the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. 'I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all e time. 

Well over % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 

to purchas home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wit 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pro rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborho d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposalli this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no dis osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected t say the least. . 

While I de 

again urge 
site for our 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

Cf{ 
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Pe ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am writi 
Veterans 
urge you t 

The propo 
area. Ther 
Communit 
school un 
each dayt 
high schoo 
other. I c 
forced to 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

again urge 
site for our 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the rnost sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life·savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

WeChatiD: 
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P tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom t May Concern, 

I am writ· to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State · 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi i s is set to build nearly I 0,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho I It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals al he time. 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

more seren 
and it will 
again urge 
site for our 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

rs-
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom t May Concern, 

I am wrif to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communi i s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school un r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day t pick up and drop offtheir kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high scho I It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I c foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 

Well over 
achieveme 
themosth 
to purchas 
house with 
Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

he time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 

hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
hom~ here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consi9er buying a 
5

1 
miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Time.s, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

While I de ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more seren place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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Pe · ion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am writi 
Veterans C 
urge you t 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. Ther ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 

s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 

each day t ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo. It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all he time. 

Well over 
achieveme 
the most hi 
to purchas 
house with 
Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

Sincerely, 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
ay the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
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Petit n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

Communiti 
school und 
each day to 
high school 
other. I ca 
forced tom 
funerals all 

to purchas 
house wi 
Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposalli 
with no dis 
neglected t 

While I de 
are quite a 

Sincerely, 

ay Concern, 

o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ve already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop offtheir kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. ·I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 

-236- > 7n _ 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am wrif to you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo 
area. The 
Communi 
schoolun 
eachdayt 
high scho 
other. I ca 
forced to 
funerals al 

Well over 
achieveme 
the most hi 
to purchas 
house with 
Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with·no dis 
neglected t 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at schooL There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and res~dences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one ofthe most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 

Tel: 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am wrif to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propo 
area. Ther 
Communi 
schoolun 
each dayt 
high scho 
other. I c 
forced to 
funerals al 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborh 
proposal)" 
with no dis 
neglected t 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
~ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
sis set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
r construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 

It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes . 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth ofthe area. We once 
again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writi to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

Thepropo 
area. Ther 
Communit 
school un 
each day t 
high schoo 
other. I ca 
forc'ed to 
funerals al 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
sis set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
eterans. 
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Pe tion to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom 

I am writi 
Veterans 
urge you t 

The propo 
area. Ther 
Communit 
school un 
each day t 
high schoo 
other. I ca 
forced to 
funerals al 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposalli 
with no dis 
neglected t 

Sincerely, 

Si nature: 

Address: 
Email: 

May Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
metery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
sis set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
i-ty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
ay the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
lace to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 

gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
terans. 

WeChatiD:I 
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Peti on to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

Communiti 
school und 
each day to 
high schoo 
other. I ca 
forced to 
funerals all 

Well over 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

ay Concern, 

to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 

econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

I 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 

d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 

osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. r • 

While I de ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD 
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n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

I am writin o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to - consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propos 
area. There 
Communiti 
school und 
each day to 
high school 
other. I ca 

Well over4 
achieveme 
the most hi 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal li 
with no dis 
neglected t 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

While I de ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more seren place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: J 
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Pef on to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

To Whom May Concern, 

I am writin to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans C etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you t econsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery, 

The propo 
area. Ther 

d location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 

s is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 

foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

Well over % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 

to purchas a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wit · 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal r e this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased th:e homes 
with no di losure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected say the least. 

ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite ew alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChati Tel: 

- ·- --------- --··--- .. 
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To Whom I 

urge you to 

The propos 
area. There 
Communiti 
school und 
each day to 
high school 
other. I ca 
forced tom 
funerals all 

Mainini, a 
drop in pro 
neighborho 
proposal r 
with no dis 
neglected t 

n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

ay Concern, 

o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 

construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
oresee our. lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
e because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
e time. 

% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
y valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 

ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
rty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 

this without informing and consulting the residents frrst? A lot of us purchased the homes 
osure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
say the least. 

While I de ly respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a w alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more seren place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will I gatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
agam urge u to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our eterans. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: 9~9->-27- ~//('.. 
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Petit n to Relocate the Pronosed State Veterans Cemeterv from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It vfay Concern, 

I am writin£ o you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Ce etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propos location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communiti is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und{ construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I car f-oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to rr ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all he time. 

Well over 4 % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achieveme it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most hi hly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase ~home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house with ~ 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ~ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could defmitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pre erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh< d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposalli ~this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no di Iasure information about the proposed c~metery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected say the least. 

·While I de ply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
· are quite a ew alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 

more sere place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once
again urge vou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for ou Veterans. 

Sincerely, 
I L, I 

vVuv\...-tf I 

I Signature l 
Name(Plc se Printl: v 

I 

Address: /~ 2 ?e 5 tyf !? / lo~~..., 
Email: L. (J ]' g ' l 7 tJ { / ? . {;'t; /1"- ~ 

WeChati I v 
Tel: )·1 6 J . .J i C'(;/7 
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n to Relocate the Pro osed State Veterans Cemete from the OC Great Park 

ay Concern, 

o you as a concerned resident of city oflrvine regarding the proposed location of State 
etery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
consider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The propos location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There ave already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communiti is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school und construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to ick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schoo . It is our cultural belief that a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I ca oresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to ve because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals al he time. 

Well over % of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
ly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 

to purchas a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house wi · 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative en_ergy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a ngshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in pr erty value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborh d community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal r e this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no di Iasure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected say the least. 

ply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite ew alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more sere place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it wil egatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 

Sincerely 

Email: 
WeChat 

ou to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
Veterans. 

Tel: c{'f. 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It I\-fay Concern, 

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery .in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to Quild nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high school. It is our cultural oeliefthat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 

. to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential;' 
drop in property value. I'in also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes. 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative 
site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 

To Whom It J\1ay Concern, 

I am writing to you as a. concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State 
Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we 
urge you to reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential 
area. There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints 
Communities is set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high 
school under construction with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by muitiple times 
each day to pick up and drop off their kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior 
high schooL It is our culturall5eliefthat a cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each 
other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be 
forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a school where they could see cemetery and 
funerals all the time. 

Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of 
the most highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings 
to purchase a home here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a 
house within 5 miles of a cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona 
Mainini, a fengshui master, having a cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" 
drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that there was very little communication to the 
neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can the city at the time pass a 
proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us purchased the homes 
with no disclosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes are 
neglected to say the least. · 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there 
are quite a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and 
more serene place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not suitable, 
and it will negatively impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once 
again urge you to stop moving forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new altemative 
site for our Veterans. · 

Sincerely, // 

s;gnatureo te= h.~ 
Address: Oe.M: Trarl: 
Email: 
WeChatiD: 
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311912015 Gmail - Petition for the relocation of the proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park ard Irvine. 

Petition for the relocation of the proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the 
OC Great Park and Irvine. 
2 messages 

Bill Chen <ivn.chen@gmail.com> Sun, Feb 22, 2015 at 9:07PM 
To: Kewdk2007@gmail.com, 8&1 Chen <ivn.chen@gmail.com> 

Petition to Relocate the Proposed State Veterans Cemetery from the OC Great Park 
To Whom It May Concern, 
I am writing to you as a concerned resident of city of Irvine regarding the proposed location of State Veterans 
Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. Many of us are strongly against the location, and we urge you to 
reconsider the choice of this site for the Veterans Cemetery. 

The proposed location in Orange County Great Park is in the center of a densely populated residential area. 
There have already been many new homes built in the neighborhood and developer FivePoints Communities is 
set to build nearly 10,000 new homes around the park. In addition, there is a new high school under construction 
with clear sight of the cemetery where parents will drive by multiple times each day to pick up and drop off their 
kids at school. There will also be a new elementary and junior high school. It is our cultural belief that a 
cemetery and residences/schools should not be next to each other. I can foresee our lives would be negatively 
affected should a cemetery be built there. I may be forced to move because I don't want my kids to go to a 
school where they could see cemetery and funerals all the time. · 
Well over 40% of all home buyers in Irvine today are Asian. With their focus on high academic 
achievement it has made IUSD one of the most sought after school district, turning Irvine into one of the most 
highly valued cities for home buyers. Just like many others, I have put down my life savings to purchase a home 
here for our kids to have better education. Now, many will not consider buying a house within 5 miles of a 
cemetery due to its negative energy. As quoted in LA Times, Simona Mainini, a fengshui master, having a 
cemetery in the park could definitely lead to an "exponential" drop in property value. I'm also quite upset that 
there was very little communication to the neighborhood community regarding the proposed cemetery. How can 
the city at the time pass a proposal like this without informing and consulting the residents first? A lot of us 
purchased the homes with no discfosure information about the proposed cemetery. We feel our rights and wishes 
are neglected to say the least. 

While I deeply respect our veterans and what they have done for our country it is clear to me that there are quite 
a few alternative sites that are far more suitable for their cemetery. They deserve a quieter and more serene 
place to rest in peace. The current proposed location at Great Park is simply not ~uitable, and it will negatively 
impact the diversified community and economic growth of the area. We once again urge you to stop moving 
forward with this proposed site and start to look for a new alternative site for our Veterans. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: Bill Chen 
Name(Piease Print): Bill Chen 
Address: 185 Cloudbreak, Irvine, CA 92618 
Email: ivn.chen@gmail.com 
WeChat ID: BC 
Tel: 714-3830863 

Wendy Ke <kewdk2007@gmail.com> 
To: greatpark-alliance@googlegroups.com 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Thu, Feb 26, 2015 at 5:27PM 

https://mail.google.corn/mailnui=2&ik=98164f5f2b&vifNI=pt&cat=Personal&search=cat&th=14bb4d5a450d62d4&siml=14bb4d5a450d62d4&siml=14bc8a5465e... 1/1 
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Petition to Relocate the State Veterans Cemetery from the OC 
Great Park 

David Gerard, Asst. Deputy Secretary 
Keith Boylan, Deputy Secretary 
Debbie Endsley, Acting Secretary 
California Dept. ofVeterans Affairs 
PO BOX 942895, Sacramento, CA 94295 

Dear Secretary Debbie Ensley et al, 

We are a group of residents in the City of Irvine, California. We are writing you to express our opposition 
of the State Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park. We strongly urge you to reconsider the 
selection referenced in AB1453. Other more suitable locations in OC shall be considered. 

With all due respect to OC Veterans, we do support an OC veteran cemetery to be built at a suitable site. 
Veterans fight for this country and our freedom and they certainly deserve a cemetery in OC. We hope 
the OC veterans' cemetery can demonstrate a good example of the respect of human rights and cultural 
tolerance on which this country is built and prospers, and for which veterans have been fighting. 

However, we are questioning the compatibility, feasibility, and its underlying politic motivations to choose 
this cemetery site. It is insensitive for municipals to overlook the likely negative impacts of the site on its 
nearby residents. These likely impacts will be profound and lasting to Irvine economic future, 1rvine 
residents' psychological comfort, and 1rvine community's multicultural health. The cultural impact cannot 
be underestimated. 1t can spread into many other areas such as local economic and community 
development. 

When this Bill was passed in July, 2014, public notification was certainly lacking if there was any. As a 
result, most residents in the area did not know anything about it. We are really questioning whether the 
process was truthfully and honestly conducted with considerations to reach out to the affected residents. 

We urge you to consider to: 

• 1mmediately stop any application and funding processes for the design and construction of this 
cemetery until a thorough communication with local communities is conducted and an acceptable 
agreement by all parties is reached. 

• Set up committee to search for a suitable alternative site for the State Veterans Cemetery in the 
Orange County. We would love to help you in this search in many possible ways since we do want 
our veterans to have a good place to rest in peace. 

We have col1ected over one thousand residents' signatures. Attached is one samp1e page. We reserve al1 
our 1ega1 rights to make sure our voice being heard and our rights being protected. 

1 
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Petition to Relocate the State Veterans Cemetery from 
the OC Great Park 

David Gerard, Asst. Deputy Secretary 
Keith Boylan, Deputy Secretary 
Debbie Endsley, Acting Secretary 
California Dept. ofVeterans Affairs 
PO BOX 942895, Sacramento, CA 94295 

Dear Secretary Debbie Ensley et al, 

We are a group of residents in the City of1rvine, California. We are writing you to express our opposition 
of the State Veterans Cemetery in Orange County Great Park We strongly urge you to reconsider the 
selection referenced in AB1453. Other more suitable locations in OC shaH be considered. 

With a11 due respect to OC Veterans, we do support an OC veteran cemetery to be built at a suitable site. 
Veterans fight for this country and our freedom and they certainly deserve a cemetery in OC. We hope 
the OC veterans' cemetery can demonstrate a good example of the respect of human rights and cultural 
tolerance on which this country is built and prospers, and for which veterans have been fighting. 

However, we are questioning the compatibility, feasibility, and its underlying politic motivations to choose 
this cemetery site. 1t is insensitive for municipals to overlook the likely negative impacts of the site on its 
nearby residents. These likely impacts will be profound and lasting to 1rvine economic future, 1rvine 
residents' psychological comfort, and 1rvine community's multicultural health. The cultural impact cannot 
be underestimated. 1t can spread into many other areas such as local economic and community 
development. 

When this Bill was passed in July, 2014, public notification was certainly lacking if there was any. As a 
result, most residents in the area did not know anything about it. We are really questioning whether the 
process was truthfully and honestly conducted with considerations to reach out to the affected residents. 

We urge you to consider to: 

• lmmediately stop any application and funding processes for the design and construction of this 
cemetery until a thorough communication with local communities is conducted and an acceptable 
agreement by all parties is reached. 

• Set up committee to search for a suitable alternative site for the State Veterans Cemetery in the 
Orange County. We would love to help you in this search in many possible ways since we do want 
our veterans to have a good place to rest in peace. 

We have collected over one thousand residents' signatures. Attached is one sample page. We reserve aU 
our legal rights to make sure our voice being heard and our rights being protected. 
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